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Greetings!

Coming up with a title for this essay depended on how you read it was rather difficult. 
However, its purpose was base on how, what & why our life journey quest determines our 
destiny in life and how we chose to “make a life or living” or a “positive contribution to society, 
family and friends without compromising our ethics or self-nature for the sake of fiat currency I
will start of this essay by looking at Tupac & Malcolm X, give some background information 
about self and my own quest, then look how children quest are impacted by family, friends & 
society overall. 

Tupac Shakur the successful actor, hip hop and rapper wanted to be a revolutionary. He 
chose that direction based on the influence and the social environment of his Father(Dr. 
Mutulu Shakur) & Mother(Afeni Shakur), although he was mainly raise by his mother with no 
contact with his father. He was surrounded most of his young developing life with 
revolutionaries, so this alone has a great impact on Tupac. He did tried to bring much of a 
revolutionary message and way of life in his music and personal life, he was able to work with
his biological father in a collaborative project of developing the Code of THUG LIFE. However,
Tupac was still a mature young-man developing his manship destiny and he was learning 
from his mistake and making crucial corrections to his overall manship development before is 
life ended.

El Hajj Malik El-Shabazz aka Brother Minister Malcolm X (Malcolm Little) wanted to be a 
Lawyer as a youth, he was even class president in secondary school during the so called Jim 
Crow era, until a European women teacher otherwise dissuade him of that objective. His 
Father(Earl Little) and Mother(Louise Norton Little) were Graveyite organizers, Malcolm did 
accompanied with his Dad to these meetings. So we can overstand now, once Malcolm was 
able to get back on track where his quest lead him to his destiny. Most people know what 
Malcolm had become before joining the Nation of Islam, it been will documented.

Based on Tupac & Malik life quest we have a much vivid insight on the destiny of these two 
revolutionaries. How their family and the influences in their life journey created them as who 
they were and the legacy they left us to ponder on. One thing for sure that most 
revolutionaries are dead set against and that is the economic system of Capitalism and to 
some degree the politics of Democracy aka Crazydemon. Your life journey or life quest will be
based on pursuing a capitalistic economic life style, something not taught to us at all during 
our development of manship and womanship in a real sense. Therefore having a great impact
on our lives and how it in twines with our life destiny. Although, slavery had a big impact in 
creating the Capitalism economic model in this country in the 17th century, most European 
historians seem to ignore this and give credit to their false fact of the matter.

Both of these revolutionaries were not highly educated in the real sense of higher learning 
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as it is now in the post millennium age. However, 2pac was consider a young millionaire of his
time as oppose to Malik whom probably was not even considered middle class. This 
comparison is not about classism which both were vehemently oppose to. Although, 2pac did 
not express his opposition regarding capitalism from a personal or an artistic level. Malik 
despise this corrupt economic system and understood the evilness and destruction of the 
human nature. What these two did have despite high learning education was self-knowledge 
and were able to communicate this knowledge to the mass of people. 

I, myself at the teen stage of my development wanted to pursue multiple objectives a 
basketball player, a musician like the late great record producer, writer & arranger Thom Bell. 
However, though I did pursue these goals even being a percussionist/singer in a band with 
the son of the Late Jessie Belvin a ballad singer of the 50's & 60's and in my senior year in 
high school playing with of the BEST high school basketball players in Los Angeles from 
being scouted as a junior, although I sat out my senior year.

Eventually, I wound up pursuing a career in the Information Age or Computer Age which was
based on a book report I did in junior high (Middle School) on the Electronic Brain and this 
was my third objective. What I did not know, but felt very deeply sort like Malcolm that I was 
being mis-educated and this made it difficult for me to build a solid foundation of self for I was 
very naive about life. The social environment of living in the 60's & 70's in L.A. left me totally 
unprepared to really grasp a life journey. I did know deep within self, that something was not 
quite right with the world, what I was experiencing in America and not being prepared for. I 
knew my real destiny or direction was to try and make positive difference some way or some 
how. 

Therefore, I embrace the revolutionary stand of, “I just wanted to be free” or “Get Up, Stand 
Up” based on what I experience and observe in my life journey from my teens to adultship. 
There were many revolutionaries of late 60's & early 70's for example Che Guevara, Kwame 
Ture (Stokely Carmichael), Patrice Lumumba, Kwame Nkrumah, Bobby Seals, Huey Newton, 
George Jackson, Eldridge Cleaver, Angela Davis, Katherine Cleaver, Assata Shukur, Robert 
Nesta Marley and many more. The one stand out Black Panther or revolutionary I would 
come to greatly admired was Fred Hampton Jr. of the Chicago branch. This young-man was 
to the epitome of what a true revolutionary should exemplified. Fred was a natural born 
intelligent mature leader of his time, most of our young-man at the age of 21 are no longer a 
shining example of manship like Fred. Fred was assassinated due to his great leadership & 
charisma as a political organizer.

 The year of spring 1989 was my “Right of Passage” to begin taking a vegetarian, 
revolutionary, a pan-African and Income Tax stand, this also was the time were I was 
introduced to the concept of the Moabites/Moors by a brother known as “Rocky” along with 
many books and various documentation. After spending much time studying & focusing on 
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Alkebulan, Asia, Near East and the world from a pan-African & historical prospective. My 
research over the next 12+ years were focus on the Moors and Noble Drew Ali, so my journey
into researching Amexem (The Americas), the Olmec civilization, the indigenous people of 
North, Central, South and the adjoining Islands of the Caribbean & Pacific. Researching the 
true story of the United States, learning about Civil Law, Nationality, Birthrights, Political 
Status & Sovereignty. Remembering, I was never told about any of these important missing 
events or facts in schools or colleges. So, my inner intuition was right all along, their was 
something not quite right about this world. My quest unearth all the lies I was told in schools &
colleges, as matter of fact it change me in a wholesome way that I could never view college 
as higher learning institute anymore. My quest to this very day begin on the journey towards 
independent self-knowledge through independent study. Although, I have attain an Associate 
of Art Degree in Computer Information System and have attempted to complete my Bachelor 
of Arts falling 6 units behind based on transfer units was a major set back for me overall. I 
have try without success to complete it and have waste valuable time & finances. However, 
after my major set back, I did pray to the MOST HIGH requested HIM to put me in contact 
with a group of Brothers whom can provide me the knowledge I crave so much for. From the 
late 80's to this post-millennium time, I have gain more than I could ever received with a 4 
year degree. Has a lack of a graduate degree hurt my chances in securing a jobs in corporate
America?

 Sometimes it does & sometimes it didn't. However, at this point in time from the year 2008 
to present, its vital to have a graduate or post graduate degree and to incur the high student 
loan debt as the price for it. The accomplishment of attaining that degree will not manifest in 
securing a job at this stage of America economic downfall, since there so many higher 
learning degree prospects looking for employment.

When you ask a child what do they want to be when they grow up during the early 
development stage of their life journey, its really an unfair question to ask them. Why,  the 
answer will be based on their ill conceived and undeveloped mind set of their social 
environment, school, family, friends and the mass media. It could come from what some one 
has inform or self-willed into them, based on what subjects they do best in school or the many
talents they are showcasing. Other examples of this would be for them to pursue the 
occupations of being a Doctor, Lawyer, CEO or a Superstar; however, never to pursue being 
a Master Builder or a General of Industry to create or develop something with the help of 
other great minds as yourself. The true answer to this fundamental question will be entirely 
based solely upon their life journey quest, which no one really knows including them.

In today's society, most youth desire a life quest of fame and fortune as convey and 
influenced through the mass media, family and their peers. So most occupations will be 
directed towards those type of careers or jobs. For those whom have superior talents, will 
desire to pursue that destiny where their exceptional talents will take them. The rest will have 
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to get in where they can fit in to pursue their destiny. However, over the course of their life 
journey or quest they will begin to ask themselves those fundamental inner-self questions and
begin to re-evaluate the inner-self base on what they were not told by their parents, family, 
educational institutions, social peers groups and the mass media. The realization of this 
determination will be base on the attributes of “making a life or living” versus “making a 
contribution”. You'll come to the basic conclusion that we all have been set up to pursue a 
slave existence, no matter if you are rich or poor. Then you'll ask yourself, why do people 
overall pursue jobs that goes against their very nature or whole human fiber. Just for example 
a Politician, Bankster, Chemist, Scientist, Military Service, Stock Broker, Real Estate Agent, 
Gangsters, Drug Dealer, Pimp, Prostitute, Hit-man or Hit-woman.  Most people would even 
fathom the possibility or wish there child to become people like this in the better or worse way 
as long as they were making a life or living and making a contribution. I chose these careers 
example as way to show that under capitalism all these occupations either help, hurt people, 
take advantage or even lie to care for themselves or family, but some good does come to 
fruition through these careers. Our children through life journey or life quest could easily 
become a negative or positive contribution to our enslavement or our humanity.

So I reiterate once again between “making a life or living” versus “making a contribution”, 
making lot's of money under capitalism, a subliminal message is planted in our children mind 
in the early development phase. If you told your friends in your teens and even adultship that 
money did not matter, they would not think highly of you at all. If you ask anyone what is the 
difference between being wealthy, average working class person or freedom fighter? Which 
one would they like to pursue as a matter of choice? Most would chose being wealthy, why? 
Due to its care free rich lifestyle and hiring slaves to help you enjoy your luxury lifestyle. Huey 
P. Newton quote regarding and defining what is a revolutionary said “A revolutionary is a 
doomed man(person). So life & death can be equated to what you pursue to do in life whether
rich or poor. So I ask these fundamental questions; “What is the purpose of life?”, “What is 
your purpose as being part & parcel of this life?”, “Do you want to be free or a slave?”, “Do 
you have a choice in the determination of your destiny or not?”

One of the most crucial aspects of life is why do people go against their own self-nature or 
compromise their ethics and how much does fear coalesce with mind control contributes to 
their demise. For example, 911 was constructed to implant fear into the masses, by implying 
death, horror & destruction upon the masses of the people. It was very easy to manipulate the
people and implement the next phase of their extreme power & control over the people 
through laws. Now, those involved in this plot to take out innocence lives for the sake of more 
power & control should be evaluated very closely. Why?, for the plotters of 911, it was their 
job, duty & function to carry it out in secret plan and get PAID or Compensated for it. Base 
on common sense & ethics, how many of us would have been a part of this tragedy and 
carried it out, right or wrong?, How many of us would have been willing to stop it despite 
whether we live or die or the repercussion our family or friends would suffer?
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In conclusion, what our life journey or life quest destiny will manifest, we must determine at 
all times who we are and who we are serving. Whether we are going to make a life and living 
or make a contribution to humanity despite the odds against us. We must conquer FEAR, for 
it is the mind killer. You can never accomplish the threat of killing some one whom is not 
fearful in dying not matter how much pain you inflict on them. There is no courage in being 
violence either, but it takes lots of courage to die for something you're willing to fight or stand 
for. A job or just over broker is something you do and not the totally of who you are or your 
destiny. We rely to much on the premise on finding or attaining a good job what ever that 
means. Never give up on your divine purpose in life and pursuing that purpose. Jobs come & 
go, so pursue the objective of attaining your nationality & freedom and let your works & deeds
always be honorable in the eyes of the MOST HIGH. Used your job as a spring board to 
create a divine organizations with a plans or missions towards the freedom of all people and 
to bring down those whom depress, oppress & repress you in the name of Laws or 
Ordinances.

At this age, space and time; it has become very important that all indigenous people in the 
America to begin taking control back from the foreign invaders whom how have usurp the 
land and enslaved the people for profit & gain. The capitalistic model has been a complete 
failure and is no longer a sustainable system to live or die for. We must take our rightful 
prospective positions to restore the land and its people back to prosperity. The time is now or 
never, we must begin to build a new foundation based on solid universal principals for our 
children future. It is way pass the due time for us to become Master Builders once again, our 
future depends on us to organize, develop and build institutions with emphasis on Agriculture 
Science, Economics Model, Finance Model, Republic Government Model, Health Science, 
Military Science, Nature Law & Nature Science just to mention a few. Its imperative that we 
focus our children towards Science, Technology, Engineering & Math (STEM) for our future 
depends on them our children, so we must always “Remember the Children”.

So I challenge you to do much study & research of those men & women whom have given 
their lives for Freedom(Political Prisoners), and then look at those whom sold out or took the 
convenient course in life like an Athletes, Bankers, Entertainers, Lawyers, Stock Brokers, Civil
Rights Leaders, Freemasons or Politicians. What contributions have they made to humanity 
despite living the good life and making sure you continue to suffer peacefully.

LOVE TRUTH PEACE FREEDOM JUSTICE
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